U.S. combatant commanders (CCDRs) face an intensifying and deeply asymmetric challenge to carrying out their operational plans (OPLANs). To help execute these plans, Department of Defense (DOD) facilities and functions require electric power and other infrastructure support, typically provided by U.S. civilian-owned utilities (or host-nation assets for installations abroad). Disrupting or destroying that infrastructure offers adversaries an indirect but potentially devastating means to degrade the deployment, operation, and—ultimately—the lethality of U.S. combat forces.

Since publication of the DOD Mission Assurance Strategy in 2012, the Department has taken far-reaching measures to strengthen mission assurance (MA). In particular, DOD has expanded its traditional emphasis on defense critical infrastructure protection and is adopting a more holistic and integrated approach.
to support OPLAN execution by regional and functional combatant commands (CCMDs). DOD is also improving the resilience of critical nodes for defense functions and advancing new partnership initiatives with private-sector infrastructure owners and operators.

However, potential adversaries are refining increasingly sophisticated cyber weapons to disrupt and destroy industrial control systems and other key enablers of the electric grid, water systems, ports, and other support functions. Private-sector infrastructure owners and operators are also increasingly concerned that adversaries will combine cyber attacks with information warfare and kinetic strikes against key system nodes. Moreover, for installations abroad that rely on host nation–supplied energy, or on infrastructure owned and operated by Russian and Chinese companies, a simple flip of the switch could jeopardize mission execution.

DOD should counter these intensifying threats by intensifying the MA focus on supporting OPLAN execution. Exercises that assess how disruptions in U.S. infrastructure might affect the flow of forces, logistical support, and other components of such plans can help identify opportunities to strengthen MA and help DOD move beyond outdated debates over investing in “tooth versus tail.” The Department should also bring cybersecurity into the heart of mission assurance and intensify the DOD focus on managing the risks posed by wide-area, long-duration power outages. However, MA initiatives should also account for the danger that adversaries will strike energy systems with both cyber and physical attacks. Moreover, adversaries could attack multiple sectors simultaneously and intensify the cascading failures between them.

Mission Assurance: Basic Goals and Ongoing Progress
The 2018 National Defense Strategy emphasizes that “the homeland is no longer a sanctuary.” It also notes that “during conflict, attacks against our critical defense, government, and economic infrastructure must be anticipated.” Especially significant, adversaries may strike the infrastructure that DOD relies on to carry out its mission essential functions (MEFs) and undermine the lethality of the joint force.

Mission Assurance Strategy provides the foundation to meet these challenges. The strategy highlights how adversaries can seek “asymmetric means to cripple our force projection warfighting, and sustainment capabilities by targeting critical defense and supporting civilian capabilities and assets.” The strategy also offers overarching guidance to strengthen mission assurance—that is, by building “a comprehensive and integrative framework to assess and address risks” to MEFs and using that framework to help “prioritize investments to ensure MEF performance in a constrained fiscal environment.”

The issuance of DOD Directive 3020.40, Mission Assurance, in November 2016 marked a major step forward in implementing that vision. The directive remedies a key gap in the 2012 strategy by integrating cybersecurity issues into mission assurance. The directive also strengthens DOD-wide governance and coordination mechanisms for mission assurance. Especially valuable, the document directs DOD components to prioritize MA efforts to help fulfill critical DOD strategic missions, including CCMD execution of OPLANs.

DOD components are also accelerating their efforts to strengthen mission assurance. The military departments, Joint Staff, CCMDs, and other components are refining their own plans and risk mitigation strategies for MA. Moreover, they are increasing collaboration across the Department to develop holistic approaches to support CCMD OPLAN execution. However, threats to mission assurance are becoming more severe and increasingly diverse. Understanding these threats and the asymmetric strategies that leverage them is essential for assessing potential gaps in MA plans and capabilities and for developing initiatives to address these shortfalls.

Emerging Threats to Mission Assurance
The most rapidly intensifying challenges to mission assurance stem from the risk of cyber attacks on the electric power grid, transportation systems, and other civilian-owned infrastructure that defense operations depend on. This section also examines the risk that adversaries will combine cyber attacks with targeted kinetic strikes and information operations to cripple the restoration of electric power and other defense-critical services.

Cyber Attacks on the Grid and Other Supporting Infrastructure
Former U.S. Director of National Intelligence Dan Coats warned that “today, the digital infrastructure that serves this country is literally under attack.” Russia and other nations are conducting sustained, increasingly sophisticated campaigns to implant advanced persistent threats on both civilian and government systems, including DOD. These campaigns can enable adversaries to maintain a covert presence on infrastructure networks, secrete malware designed to disrupt grid operations, and conduct other malicious activities to prepare for possible attacks on critical system components. To frame such efforts more bluntly, adversaries are preparing the battlefield to create massive blackouts and other interruptions of critical services whenever they deem the moment right.

Adversaries recognize the foundational importance of grid-provided power for mission assurance and will target U.S. electric companies accordingly. Cyber attacks on the grid in Ukraine in 2015 and 2016 demonstrated key threat vectors that might be employed against U.S. utilities. In these cyber-induced blackouts, attackers crossed a key threshold: they moved cyberwarfare against electric systems from theory to (limited, but still unprecedented) practice. In 2015, attackers hijacked the grid’s own operating systems to disconnect critical substations, creating brief but wide-area outages. Attackers were also able to “brick” operating system components and communications devices.

The 2016 event displayed even more sophisticated capabilities. After mapping the grid’s operating systems, attackers used the system’s own incident command system (ICS) protocols to open circuit breakers, creating blackouts.
malware was unusually difficult to detect and included a wiper module that could brick grid control system components on a large scale.11 Attackers also had the ability to deny or corrupt situational awareness data, making the grid extremely prone to cascading failures.12

Potential adversaries are conducting “test drives” of additional ways to attack the grid and other critical infrastructure that defense installations depend on. The Dragonfly campaign, which is still ongoing today, enables adversaries to use utility vendors and other trusted third parties to conduct attacks on targeted systems.13 Triton malware (in use since at least September 2017) enables adversaries to corrupt the safety systems that monitor and protect the performance of key system components, creating new pathways for adversaries to sabotage and intentionally mis-operate critical infrastructure.14

Most recently, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) reported that Russian cyber campaigns have granted them access to utility human-machine interfaces and information on accessing ICS systems.15 Adversaries can use these interfaces—and potentially ICS systems—to shut down or mis-operate portions of the grid.

These demonstrated adversary capabilities fail to represent the true scale and severity of the threat confronting the U.S. grid and the MEFs that depend on the flow of grid-provided power. Russia, China, North Korea, and other potential adversaries have powerful incentives to hold their most destructive cyber weapons in reserve; doing so helps hobble U.S. efforts at building protections against such weapons.

Recent studies by the Department of Energy (DOE), other governmental departments, and cyber experts in academia and the private sector highlight a range of potential cyber threats that these adversaries might use to cause outages far more severe than in Ukraine. Most concerning is the potential for adversaries to compromise operator workstations or use native ICS communication protocols to intentionally mis-operate grid components.16 Adversaries could also significantly magnify the effect of cyber-induced outages by disabling the protection systems in place to safeguard the integrity of the grid; corrupting or denying state estimation and situational awareness capabilities; and wiping, overloading, or holding “ransom” critical components or systems.17 In the future, adversaries that employ artificial intelligence to assist their attacks will increase the potential for damage and make defense against such strikes increasingly difficult.18

Implications for Mission Assurance Initiatives. The severity of cyber threats to the power grid and electricity-dependent infrastructure has far-reaching implications for MA policies and programs. Indeed, given the dependence of DOD force projection on civilian-operated ports, transportation assets, and other infrastructure, accelerating the restoration of grid-provided power will be of prime importance for mission assurance. This dependence on private infrastructure is not new. The U.S. military has long relied on civilian transportation and communications systems for operational logistics. However, adversaries are increasingly threatening this infrastructure as a means to disrupt and degrade U.S. warfighting capabilities. Building resilience against these threats will require new and deeper levels of collaboration with grid owners and operators.

One especially valuable focus of collaboration has been to improve the ability of defense installations to execute MEFs with emergency power. A growing number of defense installations are becoming capable of operating as “power islands,” separated from the surrounding grid and able to serve critical loads with emergency generators, on-site fuel, and electricity distribution systems. These improvements are vital and must be sustained.

Emergency power capabilities, however, will be at increasing risk if adversaries create wide-area, long-duration power outages. In blackouts lasting more than a week, emergency power generators will start breaking down, and fuel resupply could become increasingly difficult to sustain. Moreover, many defense installations rely on grid-dependent infrastructure outside their perimeters (and beyond the reach of their emergency power systems). Installation personnel typically live in and commute from communities surrounding their bases. Water and wastewater systems, regional hospitals, and other supporting infrastructure that these personnel depend on will fail in long-duration outages. These disruptive effects will also cripple port operations and contractor-provided logistical systems essential to deploying and sustaining U.S. combat forces abroad. DOD MA initiatives should account for these risks and develop holistic strategies to support OPLAN execution.

Combined Cyber-Physical Threats and Additional Risks to Critical Infrastructure. Physical attacks on the grid add another threat vector for mission assurance. If adversaries can physically destroy large power transformers at critical substations in multiple states, they may be able to create exceptionally wide-area, long-duration outages, given the many weeks that will typically be required to transport and install replacement transformers. Such blackouts could have catastrophic effects on national security and public health and safety.

Electrical industry leaders have been increasingly concerned about the disruptive potential of kinetic attacks on grid infrastructure since the physical attacks on the Metcalf substation in April 2013. Fortunately, an adversary would face greater risks when launching physical rather than cyber attacks. Blowing up transformers and killing workers who are transporting replacement equipment might rapidly escalate conflict with the United States into larger scale kinetic warfare. In contrast to the typically less visible (and more difficult to detect) malware that cyber adversaries would hide on utility networks, arming and prepositioning covert teams to conduct physical attacks would also increase the risk that the United States would discover the attackers before they struck. Yet the potential rewards of physical attacks are immense, especially if the adversary believes that they will create power outages that last far longer than those induced by cyber weapons alone.

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) could also pose increasingly complex
kinetic threats. Improvements in drone technology and low-cost options increase the potential for adversaries to use UAVs to attack U.S. infrastructure, especially if they are equipped with improvised electromagnetic interference devices or other advanced payloads. Even relatively simple UAVs can defeat traditional physical protections that focus on deterring or stopping armed personnel. Long-range drones could also present particular challenges for facilities overseas around which the United States does not control the airspace.

Even more concerning, however, is the threat that adversaries may launch combined cyber-kinetic attacks. The premier exercise system for the North American power grid, the GridEx series, is built around such combined threats because they could create multoweek power outages over multiple areas of the United States. In particular, if adversaries can use physical attacks to destroy transformers and other critical electric infrastructure, and/or (potentially) deploy active shooters against utility employees once the attack is underway, the difficulty of defending the grid will be significantly greater than against cyber weapons alone.

Electromagnetic pulse (EMP) attacks present another potentially catastrophic attack vector. The electric industry and its Federal partners are already strengthening preparedness against EMP attacks. For decades, DOD has taken measures to ensure the survivability of key communications systems and other defense assets against EMP threats. DOE and DHS have launched initiatives to help grid owners and operators protect their own systems against EMP effects. Until recently, however, DOD has provided little support to electric utilities on hardening technologies and other protective measures, even though the disruption of power supplies in an EMP attack could significantly degrade the ability of defense installations to execute their MEFs.

Adversaries may also seek to incite public panic through social media and other information warfare operations to advance their broader political objectives. GridEx employs a threat scenario that includes combined cyber-kinetic attacks on power companies in multiple U.S. regions, as well as adversary information warfare campaigns on social media to disrupt restoration operations, inflame public fears, and create challenges for public messaging that are far more difficult to counter than in any past U.S. power outages. These disinformation operations could complicate efforts to provide defense support to civil authorities. They could also magnify the difficulty of ensuring that civilian employees for ports and other infrastructure

U.S. critical infrastructure sectors are becoming increasingly interdependent. These cross-sector dependencies are creating new risks of infrastructure failure and significant opportunities for adversaries to magnify the effects of their attacks on the power grid and other systems essential for MA. Accounting for this shift in the architecture of U.S. infrastructure will be essential for supporting OPLAN execution by U.S. defense installations.

The most immediate cross-sector risks to mission assurance lie in the interdependencies between natural gas transmission systems and the electric grid. A growing number of proposed DOD microgrids will rely on natural gas to fuel their generators. Moreover, in California, New England, and many other regions of the United States, gas provides an increasingly dominant source of fuel for generating grid-provided electricity for defense installations.

As natural gas has become an increasingly important fuel for electric generation, natural gas pipelines have also come to rely on electricity to function. Key components of gas pipeline systems, including the compressors and industrial control systems that keep gas flowing to power generators and other users, are more reliant on electric power. Adversary-induced outages could interrupt the flow of electricity to these components and (in a classic case of spiraling effects) magnify those outages by disrupting gas deliveries to power generators essential for power restoration.

MA initiatives will need to account for the risks created by these and other infrastructure interdependencies. It would be dangerously shortsighted to assume that gas-fired generators for DOD microgrids provide resilient power, without also ensuring the resilience of the natural gas pipelines that provide fuel for these generators. However, the potential for mutually reinforcing failures is not unique to the oil and natural gas subsector, and failures in other sectors could also threaten mission assurance. Equivalent challenges will exist for managing the risks posed by interdependencies between the grid and water systems, communications systems, and other tightly coupled infrastructure sectors. Public-private partnerships (P3s) focused on the electric industry and other sectors are necessary but not sufficient; to strengthen mission assurance, DOD will also need to conduct multisector risk analyses and mitigation initiatives.

Mission Assurance Abroad.

For many CCDRs, especially in regional commands, executing OPLANs will require support from bases outside of the continental United States (OCONUS). Major U.S. bases in Europe, the Far East,
and other areas depend on the same infrastructure services as installations in the United States. In particular, these bases depend on host-nation power grids to function (though they also typically have emergency power capabilities). Utilizing grid-provided power in OCONUS installations can significantly reduce energy costs. A comprehensive assessment of OCONUS base power options found that “in every case, it was found that bases connected properly to host nation power grids . . . would reduce the cost of energy for those bases, reduce fuel usage (and the associated logistic challenges), and increase base endurance. This was true even in cases where the host nation power grid had very low reliability.”

Accordingly, the study “strongly recommended that every U.S. military base consider using host nation power.”

Dependence on host-nation infrastructure services, however, carries significant risks. The July 2016 cutoff of power to a U.S. Air Force air base in Incirlik, Turkey, exemplifies these risks. Incirlik Air Base is essential for conducting U.S. military operations against the so-called Islamic State (IS), using manned and unmanned aircraft. The Turkish government cut off commercial electric power to Incirlik for nearly a week in 2016, following a failed coup attempt by members of the Turkish armed forces. A recent study of the event found that while the air base made use of standby generators, the Air Force was forced to reduce the number of sorties flown. Had the power outage continued, the Air Force would have had to stop flying altogether.

The bottom line: host nations can jeopardize mission assurance and OPLAN execution with a flip of the switch.

The foreign-owned infrastructure on which OCONUS installations depend is also vulnerable to the same cyber and kinetic threats that confront U.S. infrastructure. In Japan, for example, cyber threats from China, North Korea, and other potential adversaries are intensifying at least as rapidly as against the United States. However, Japan has been slower to buttress its cyber resilience. Strengthening emergency power capabilities on U.S. installations will be essential to mitigate the risks of cyber attacks on host-nation infrastructure. DOD should also explore partnership opportunities to help strengthen the resilience of allied power grids.

Infrastructure interdependencies create additional challenges to U.S. mission assurance abroad. For U.S. installations in Europe, the dependence of local power generation on Russian-supplied natural gas provides a special threat. The Nord Stream-2 gas pipeline project will increase the leverage of Russia’s Gazprom, which currently supplies around one-third of European Union gas. In 2009, Russia cut off gas supplies to Ukraine, with downstream consequences for the European Union. Amos J. Hochstein, U.S. Special Envoy and Coordinator for International Affairs, emphasizes that “our commitment to energy security in Europe is directly linked to our concern for national security.”

That commitment must extend to strengthening mission assurance for U.S. installations reliant on Gazprom-fueled electricity generation.

Finally, China and other potential adversaries are buying up (and helping to operate) infrastructure around the globe, including in nations where U.S. defense installations support OPLAN execution. Chinese companies are rapidly increasing their investments in and ownership of foreign power and gas networks, buying assets in the United Kingdom, Spain, Australia, and Latin America. These ownership and operation trends create an additional threat vector to manage and reinforce the need to bring OCONUS installations into the core of future mission assurance initiatives.

**Recommendations**

DOD is taking major steps to combat all the threats examined above. The analysis that follows offers recommendations on how DOD can ramp up that progress and expand the partnerships necessary to strengthen mission assurance.

**Shifting the Paradigm: Mission Assurance as a Component of Warfighting.** DOD Directive 3020.40 established an important policy shift by directing components to prioritize the CCMD execution of OPLANs. Focusing on OPLAN execution offers a range of potential benefits. By disaggregating OPLANs and identifying specific dependencies on installations, support functions, and the infrastructure that they rely on, DOD will be able to prioritize and target resilience initiatives in ways that produce the greatest value for deterrence and warfighting. Bolstering the resilience of Defense Critical Assets and other key components of well-established Defense Critical Infrastructure Protection (DCIP) programs will remain vital. However, additional measures will be necessary against adversaries who seek asymmetric means to degrade U.S. warfighting capabilities.

The Defense Department should move beyond outdated “tooth versus tail” debates over how to invest scarce resources and adopt a risk management approach to bolster end-to-end improvements in joint force lethality. In the past, DOD invested relatively little in ensuring the survivability of supporting infrastructure. That low priority made sense at the time; DOD could conduct warfighting abroad operations without concerns that adversaries would disrupt U.S. installations and the privately owned infrastructure systems that they depended on. In recent years, however, military bases in the United States have taken on increasingly important roles in conducting UAV operations and other warfighting and sustainment activities to execute CCMD OPLANs. As DOD dependence on U.S.-based installations has grown, adversaries have ramped up their ability to disrupt the flow of power and other critical infrastructure services that those bases rely on. Intelligent, adaptive adversaries will seek to defeat the United States without facing the point of its spear. Treating infrastructure resilience as a core warfighting requirement, and ensuring that adversaries cannot break the shaft of that spear, constitute an essential paradigm shift for mission assurance.

DOD should also intensify the focus of MA on supporting the execution of CCMD OPLANs. Combatant commanders must continue to ramp up their focus on the resilience of upstream assets and infrastructure, even if those assets...
are owned by others and lie outside their area of responsibility. Exercises can help support that transformation. Using severe but realistic scenarios to reflect the disruption of energy systems, transportation companies, and other infrastructure that near-peer adversaries can inflict, CCMDs and their partner components can assess potential effects on OPLAN execution. They can use these assessments to develop cost-effective options to address any MA shortfalls they identify.

Such reprioritization measures should be reflected in DOD budgeting systems. DOD leaders should examine a range of options to help build a culture of risk management that puts MA issues front and center in component and Department-wide investment and planning decisions, including:

- systematic efforts to remedy OPLAN-related MA shortfalls via the issue paper process
- use of the Joint Requirements Oversight Council system to strengthen MA
- modifications of the OPLAN development and review process to highlight (and develop options to mitigate) risks that adversaries will cripple OPLAN execution by striking essential installations and infrastructure.

In addition, DOD must develop MA strategies that better incorporate cross-cutting risks to MEFs, assets, and systems that span the domains of multiple Services and agencies. In the past, MA risk assessments too often focused on Service- or agency-specific concerns. Such narrow assessments cannot be simply aggregated to form a composite view of risks to OPLAN execution. A more joint (and more CCMD-led) approach will be crucial to counter asymmetric threats.

Finally, DOD must bring cybersecurity into the heart of mission assurance. The Department has made significant progress in moving beyond its traditional focus on “guns, guards, and gates” under DCIP and is accounting for a broader range of threats to mission assurance. DOD is also ramping up efforts to ensure that OPLANS can be executed even if cyber attacks disrupt the flow of grid-provided power to defense installations, ports, and the water systems and other infrastructure essential to their operations. DOD Instructions 8500.01, Cybersecurity, and 8510.01, IT Risk Management Framework, provide the policy foundations for these efforts. DOD Directive 3020.40 also emphasizes the need to integrate cyber issues into MA decisionmaking. However, the DOD catch-up process must accelerate to account for the growing severity and breadth of cyber challenges.

Expanding Partnerships with Critical Infrastructure Owners and Operators. Substantial policy support already exists for expanding P3s for both microgrids and accelerated power restoration for military bases. Both the 2012 MA strategy and DOD Directive 3020.40 emphasize the importance of partnering with the owners and operators of U.S. critical infrastructure, including the electric grid, to help ensure that the Department can perform its MEFs.

These policies have enabled the development of a growing number of P3s for installation microgrids as well as “outside the fence-line” initiatives to create redundant power feeds from the grid and other measures to strengthen the resilience of grid-provided power. DOD and its industry partners should continue to improve the ability of key defense installations to function as power islands segmented from the grid, with hardened on-site power generation, transmission, and distribution systems. DOD should also expand microgrid projects so that they can sustain service to water systems and other mission-critical loads in surrounding communities. Moreover, DOD and its industry partners should examine how these initiatives can be scaled up on a nationwide basis to help meet the intensifying cyber threat.

In addition to extending P3s for pre-event, steady-state collaboration and investments in grid resilience, DOD and industry need better plans and capabilities to coordinate operations in major events. A joint capacity for industry-government information-sharing will be a critical enabler. DOD should ensure that it has the appropriate mechanisms to receive data and malware threat signatures that these partners gather from operational technology logs (and vice versa), as well as assessments of potential risks to DOD-supporting infrastructure systems.

Industry and DOD have begun to consider enhancing such operational cooperation and coordination. During the GridEx IV exercise in November 2017, utility leaders expressed interest in exploring how the National Guard (operating in state Active-duty or full-time National Guard-duty [Title 32] status) might support state and local law enforcement and contractor security services to protect key substations and other grid assets from kinetic attack, including infrastructure that directly serves critical defense installations. Exercise participants and senior DOD leaders also discussed whether and how the National Guard might support utilities for post-cyber attack power restoration. DOD and its industry partners could further examine these cyber and physical security support options.

The private sector can also help DOD identify the specific critical assets and facilities that the Department depends on. The Federal Power Act provides the ideal point to move this effort forward. The act requires the Secretary of Energy, in consultation with other Federal agencies and grid owners and operators, to identify and designate “critical defense facilities” in the 48 contiguous states and the District of Columbia that are “(1) critical to the defense of the United States; and (2) vulnerable to a disruption of electric energy provided to such facility by an external provider.”28 Congress’s definition of defense critical electric infrastructure also helps guide implementation of that requirement. Such assets include “any electric infrastructure located in any of the 48 contiguous States or the District of Columbia that serves a facility designated by the Secretary [of Energy]” as a critical defense facility, “but is not owned or operated by the owner or operator of such facility.”29

DOD is already working with industry and DOE to identify defense critical electric infrastructure and the installations this infrastructure serves. DOD also has
a well-established, continuously updated list of critical military bases and other DOD assets to support this identification process. However, deterrence and power projection will also depend on sustaining electric service to a diverse array of ports, transportation systems, and other civilian-owned infrastructure.

DOD will therefore need industry-government partnerships outside the electricity subsector. MA initiatives must account for cross-sector infrastructure interdependencies, as adversaries can also disrupt other infrastructure sectors that defense installations depend on. Specifically, DOD needs to make greater progress in addressing the risks of cascading failures across other civilian-owned infrastructure sectors, including water utilities, natural gas pipelines essential for power generation, and transportation systems that MEFs may depend on.

Many of these sectors are rapidly improving their cyber defenses and adopting industry standards to ensure sector-wide compliance. However, ports and other infrastructure critical to MA have traditionally focused on physical security rather than cyber resilience. DOD can partner with port owners and operators to help them meet their cyber challenges. In addition to sharing appropriate information on potential threats, the Department can help these owners develop and adopt standardized policies for assessing, containing, and mitigating cyber risks.

DHS recently announced creation of its National Risk Management Center (NRMC), which can play a centralizing role for coordination between DOD and both industry and government partners in all sectors. The NRMC will be a locus for industry-government collaboration on sector-specific and multisector risk management efforts, including prioritization initiatives. As noted by Tom Fanning, chief executive officer of gas and electric utility Southern Company, the center could also help enable DOD and the Federal Bureau of Investigation to play a uniquely critical role in protecting U.S. critical infrastructure: “hold[ing] the bad guys accountable.”

Supply Chains as a Special Area of Focus. Supply chain risks offer a particularly important opportunity for collaboration between DOD and industry. Adversaries could disrupt the grid by corrupting widely used infrastructure components then exploiting those common vulnerabilities to cause massive breakdowns. This threat applies to all critical infrastructure sectors. Software, firmware, hardware, or network services are all vulnerable to supply chain compromise, potentially enabling adversaries.
to inject destructive malware and/or gain access to sensitive components and data in utility systems. Foreign ownership of technology companies poses an increasing threat due to potential ties to adversarial governments, especially for infrastructure in countries abroad that house U.S. bases.35

DOD is already working to combat this threat. Ellen Lord, Defense Under Secretary for Acquisition and Sustainment, recently noted that the Pentagon has compiled a “do not buy” list of software, in close collaboration with the Intelligence Community, to protect against Russian and Chinese supply chain threats.36 Senior DOD officials have also noted that the Department will start red-teaming suppliers and contractors to ensure their cyber defenses are sufficiently robust.37 While DOD is making important progress for securing its own infrastructure supply chains, it needs to work with industry to share threat information and develop shared approaches. Significant industry-government collaboration could yield a number of benefits, including a reduction in the duplication of costs and the ability to create the market incentives sufficient to ensure effective implementation.

DHS is currently leading industry-government collaboration efforts to address supply chain threats. Supply chain risk management will be a key focus of NRMC.38 The House Homeland Security Committee also recently approved HR 6430, Securing the Homeland Security Supply Chain Act, which would authorize the Secretary of Homeland Security to enact a wide range of measures to curb supply chain risks, including the exclusion of specific vendors to support “urgent national security interest[s].”39 Given the intensifying threat to cyber supply chains and the potential for widespread damage if an adversary successfully compromises critical and widely shared system components, DOD leaders should ensure that the Department is actively working with its industry and government partners on this issue moving forward.

Mission Assurance Abroad. DOD leadership should expand risk management for mission assurance on a global basis. Thus far, mission assurance has focused primarily on installations and supporting infrastructure in the United States. However, many OPLANs also depend on support from U.S. bases located in partner nations. China and other potential adversaries are rapidly expanding their ownership of (or provision of key operational control systems for) critical infrastructure worldwide, creating a growing threat vector to U.S. defense facilities and functions abroad. DOD’s Operational Energy Strategy and Installation Energy Instruction provide valuable starting points to help address these issues and strengthen mission assurance.40

The Department of Defense is making rapid progress to strengthen mission assurance. However, adversary capabilities to disrupt the infrastructure that DOD depends on is growing at least as quickly. By focusing mission assurance on supporting combatant command operational plan execution, and expanding partnerships with critical infrastructure owners and operators, the Defense Department can stay ahead of the threat and continue to improve joint force lethality in the face of these asymmetric threats. JFQ
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Notes


3 DOD defines mission essential functions as “Select functions directly related to accomplishing the Department’s mission. Failure to perform or sustain these functions . . . would significantly affect the Department of Defense’s ability to provide vital services or exercise authority, direction, and control.” See DOD Directive 3020.26, DOD Continuity Policy (Washington, DC: DOD, February 14, 2018), available at <www.esd.whs.mil/Portals/54/Documents/DD/issuances/dod/302026p.pdf>.

4 Mission Assurance Strategy.


8 Bricking a piece of equipment means rendering it unusable, often due to firmware that is damaged beyond repair. See “Bricking,” Techopedia, available at <www.techopedia.com/definition/24221/bricking>.


